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So in one sense we try to help them;
and, in the other sense, we say do not
do it.
I am just arguing that we do not have
to desert Taiwan. We can be very supportive of their efforts, and we can do
it in a much more peaceful way and at
least be a lot more consistent.
Mr. LANTOS. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. PAUL. I yield to the gentleman
from California.
Mr. LANTOS. Mr. Speaker, I want to
thank my friend for yielding.
I just want to correct the impression
the gentleman left with his observation, which implied that Taiwan is getting economic aid from the United
States.
Mr. PAUL. Mr. Speaker, reclaiming
my time, I will answer that.
Mr. LANTOS. Mr. Speaker, I have
not yet made my point. Taiwan is getting no economic aid from the United
States.
Mr. PAUL. Mr. Speaker, reclaiming
my time, that is correct. I did not say
that, so the gentleman has implied
that; and that is incorrect that I said
it.
I do know that it is a potential military base for us, because when I was in
the Air Force, on more than one occasion I landed on Taiwan. So they are
certainly a close military ally.
Mr. Speaker, I reserve the balance of
my time.
Mr. LANTOS. Mr. Speaker, I yield
myself such time as I may consume.
Mr. Speaker, I strongly support this
resolution and urge all of my colleagues to do so as well.
The 25th anniversary of the Taiwan
Relations Act is an exceptional opportunity to understand the ongoing and
growing relevance of this critically important law and to discuss the future
relations between the United States
and Taiwan.
I want to commend my friend, the
gentleman from Illinois (Chairman
HYDE), and my friend, the gentleman
from New Jersey (Chairman SMITH), for
introducing this resolution and for
highlighting the important matters
pending in the U.S.-Taiwan relationship.
Mr. Speaker, when I first visited Taiwan decades ago, Taiwan’s people were
governed by an authoritarian regime
which silenced independent media,
threw the political opposition in jail,
and refused to live by internationally
recognized human rights.
Today, Taiwan has become a fully developed democracy, complete with
hard-fought elections, tight margins of
victory, and a prosperous economy.
This is sort of the American Dream in
foreign policy, to look at totalitarian,
dictatorial societies which are destitute and see them develop into democratic, prosperous nations.
Under the Taiwan Relations Act, Taiwan’s GDP has increased ten-fold between 1979 and today. Two-way trade
between Taiwan and the United States
has grown from $7 billion to over $65
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billion during this period. The Taiwan
Relations Act has ensured that the
United States provides Taiwan with
sufficient military equipment to defend
itself. Our Nation even sent aircraft
carriers into the Taiwan Strait to
make it clear that the United States
would not abandoned Taiwan to an uncertain fate.
In short, Mr. Speaker, the Taiwan
Relations Act has effectively provided
an institutional framework and a legal
basis for a strong political security and
economic relationship between Taiwan
and the United States. It has proven to
be an enormously flexible and durable
law which has prevented various administrations from selling out Taiwan
and its people due to pressure from
Mainland China.
The 25th anniversary of the Taiwan
Relations Act gives us a chance to
think about new directions in our relationship with Taiwan. We must redouble our efforts to build closer ties to
Taiwan, while at the same time maintaining a mutually productive relationship with the PRC.
We can have a constructive relationship with Beijing while still protecting
Taiwan’s core interests. Beijing must
understand that, from an American
perspective, any settlement between
China and Taiwan must be arrived at
through peaceful means, without coercion, and with the full support of the
people of Taiwan.
To ensure that the Taiwanese people
are not forced into an unwise deal with
Beijing, we must continue to support
Taiwan’s legitimate defense needs, and
the leadership of Taiwan must devote
sufficient funds to defending their
country. To that end, I strongly support the possible sale of the Aegis system to Taiwan and the expansion of
high-level military and political exchanges between our two nations.
Mr. Speaker, when President Lee
Teng-hui wished to give a speech at his
alma mater, Cornell University, it was
my great pleasure and privilege to win
passage of a resolution demanding that
the Department of State grant him a
visa. We won that battle, and the world
kept spinning.
Mr. Speaker, it was a great pleasure
for me to host Taiwan’s Vice President,
Annette Lu, during a recent visit to
San Francisco. It is my fondest hope
that Congress will have the honor of
greeting both President Chen and Vice
President Lu in Washington in the
foreseeable future.
Mr. Speaker, under the umbrella of
the Taiwan Relations Act, the United
States and Taiwan have brought democracy to 25 million people, secured
their economic future and protected
them from hostile military threats.
b 2030
This, Mr. Speaker, is an amazing
achievement. I strongly support this
legislation and urge all of my colleagues to do so as well.
Mr. Speaker, I reserve the balance of
my time.
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Mr. PAUL. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself such time as I may consume.
Very briefly, let me mention that
this last election was marred by news
revealing that there was an assassination attempt. It has been very much in
the news in question about the authenticity of this assassination. And, actually, the election itself is believed to be
under a cloud with many people in Taiwan. So to paint too rosy a picture on
that, I am pleased that they are making progress, but it is not quite as rosy
as it has been portrayed here.
Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to the
gentlewoman from Minnesota (Ms.
MCCOLLUM).
Ms. MCCOLLUM. Mr. Speaker, the
policy of the United States of America
was articulately restated today by the
Bush administration, and that statement is that there is only one China.
The one China policy and the Taiwan
Relations Act have resulted in stability and peace between China and
Taiwan for more than a generation.
This policy has created security for our
allies, benefited U.S. interests in the
region, and allowed for unprecedented
economic growth in the region, improving the lives of millions of people.
While the Taiwan Relations Act allows for the U.S. to supply military assistance to Taiwan to defend itself, this
resolution ignores a very important
component of the U.S. policy that is
critical to this debate. In light of the
rising tensions between China and Taiwan, potentially dangerous tensions,
Taiwan has a responsibility, in fact,
the obligation, not to pursue policies
that would unilaterally alter its current status.
The Taiwan Relations Act is intended to defend Taiwan, but it must
not be considered a blank check to
commit U.S. forces to defend any pursuit of independence by political leaders in Taipei.
I cannot and I will not support an
ambiguous resolution that could one
day serve as a premise to commit
American sons and daughters to defend
the reckless political actions of Taiwan’s leaders. The presidential elections earlier this year in Taiwan and
the controversy regarding how they
were conducted should raise very serious concerns in this House.
The future of Taiwan’s relationship
with the U.S. is dependent upon a
peaceful and stable Taiwan Strait. This
is clear.
A similar message is absent from this
resolution that also must be sent to
Taiwan’s leadership. I will oppose this
resolution today because it fails to
send a message of prudence and responsible behavior to both China and Taiwan. That is the foundation of the one
China policy.
Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr.
Speaker, I yield myself 1 minute to respond briefly, and I think it needs to be
responded to.
The Taiwan Relations Act made it
very clear in section 3 that there is no
ambiguity about the policy. It is very
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